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Abstract: In the framework of the European Gravity Service for Improved Emergency Management
(EGSIEM) project, consistent sets of state-of-the-art reprocessed Global Navigation Satellite System
(GNSS) orbits and satellite clock corrections have been generated. The reprocessing campaign
includes data starting in 1994 and follows the Center for Orbit Determination in Europe (CODE)
processing strategy, in particular exploiting the extended version of the empirical CODE Orbit Model
(ECOM). Satellite orbits are provided for Global Positioning System (GPS) satellites since 1994 and for
Globalnaya Navigatsionnaya Sputnikovaya Sistema (GLONASS) since 2002. In addition, a consistent
set of GPS satellite clock corrections with 30 s sampling has been generated from 2000 and with 5 s
sampling from 2003 onwards. For the first time in a reprocessing scheme, GLONASS satellite clock
corrections with 30 s sampling from 2008 and 5 s from 2010 onwards were also generated. The benefit
with respect to earlier reprocessing series is demonstrated in terms of polar motion coordinates.
GNSS satellite clock corrections are validated in terms of completeness, Allan deviation, and precise
point positioning (PPP) using terrestrial stations. In addition, the products herein were validated with
Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE) precise orbit determination (POD) and Satellite
Laser Ranging (SLR). The dataset is publicly available.
Keywords: GNSS orbits; GNSS satellite clock corrections; precise point positioning; SLR validation;
LEO POD
1. Introduction
Within the framework of the European Gravity Service for Improved Emergency Management
(EGSIEM) [1] project, different monthly gravity field solutions derived from the Gravity Recovery
and Climate Experiment (GRACE) [2] mission were compared and combined [3,4]. The main objective
of the project was to demonstrate that the observations of the redistributions of water and ice mass,
as derived from GRACE inter-satellite ranging, provide critical and complementary information to
more traditional Earth observation data, e.g., optical or radar measurements. A consistent use of
reference frame products (Earth rotation parameters (ERP), Global Positioning System (GPS) satellite
orbits and clock corrections) at all EGSIEM processing centers was a prerequisite for comparability
of the precise GRACE orbits, and the gravity fields derived thereof. The reference frame products
provide the link between the geometrical (station coordinates) and physical (gravity field) shape of
the Earth. For kinematic precise orbit determination (POD) of Low Earth Orbiting (LEO) satellites such
as GRACE, precise point positioning (PPP) [5] is a well-established technique. However, the procedure
requires precise and more importantly, consistent GPS orbits and satellite clock corrections. The Center
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for Orbit Determination in Europe (CODE) [6] started to generate GPS clock corrections with a 30 s
sampling rate as early as 1999 [7] and with a 5 s sampling rate in 2008 [8].
Since the establishment of the International GNSS Service (IGS) [9,10] in 1994, global navigation
satellite system (GNSS) data from the IGS tracking network have been analyzed on an operational
basis by the global analysis centers (AC), including the CODE consortium, providing GPS-
and Globalnaya Navigatsionnaya Sputnikovaya Sistema (GLONASS)-based products (satellite orbits,
ERPs, station coordinates, troposphere parameters, ionosphere models, and clock corrections) on a
daily basis. Over the years, models and methods to analyze the data have continuously improved.
The changes in the processing scheme have led to inhomogeneous products, resulting in discontinuities
within the time series of the solutions (e.g., they are not consistent in time, as was desired for the purposes
of the EGSIEM project). Among others, [11,12] have shown that homogeneously reprocessing of GNSS
observations leads to significantly improved products. When the EGSIEM project started in 2015,
the most recent reprocessing campaign in the frame of the IGS (repro02, henceforth IGS-repro02) [13] was
carried out in 2013–2014 to support the generation of IGS14 (an IGS-specific realization of the ITRF2014
reference frame) [14], which has been in use within the IGS since January 29, 2017 (GPS week 1934).
However, neither the operational nor the IGS-repro02 series extended by the most recent years
were optimal for the purposes of the EGSIEM project. Even though IGS-repro02 provided the latest
homogeneously reprocessed products at that time, it was reported by [13] that the combined satellite
clock corrections from different AC’s are severely limited by large residual biases and incompatible
satellite attitude models adopted by different AC’s; therefore, the IGS-repro02 clocks should not be used
for long-term PPP reprocessing, as was required by the EGSIEM project. Thus, a dedicated reprocessing
series was required, offering the opportunity to take new models into account (e.g., an updated solar
pressure model) [15].
To provide state-of-the art reference frame products, not only to the EGSIEM project but also
for the wider GNSS community, the Astronomical Institute of University of Bern (AIUB) initiated
a new reprocessing campaign in 2015 (henceforth EGSIEM-REPRO), covering the period between
1994 and 2014, with the addition of GLONASS (from 2002 onwards) to the GPS-based products.
Consistent satellite clock corrections were generated for both GNSS systems. The final set of products is
publicly available at ftp://ftp.aiub.unibe.ch/REPRO_2015/, and consists of ERPs, GNSS orbits and clock
corrections, station coordinates, and troposphere parameters.
2. Materials and Methods
To generate a consistent set of GNSS products, data from more than 250 globally distributed stations
were homogeneously processed for the time period 1994–2014. When the reprocessing was initiated,
IGb08 [16,17] was still in use, together with the related antenna phase center corrections. Consequently,
no change was necessary in the station selection with respect to the IGS-repro02 contribution from
CODE. The reprocessing includes data starting on January 2, 1994, by analyzing only GPS data,
and ending on December 31, 2014. GLONASS was included in the processing of data starting from
January 1, 2002. A rigorously combined processing scheme using GPS and GLONASS measurements
was used, according to the processing standards applied for the IGS activities at CODE [6]. A detailed
description of measurement models and estimated parameters in the reprocessing can be found at
http://ftp.aiub.unibe.ch/REPRO_2015/CODE_REPRO_2015.ACN.
The latest development version of the Bernese GNSS software [18] was used, together with
the extension of the empirical CODE orbit model (ECOM2), adding periodic terms in the satellite–Sun
direction [15]. The additional ECOM terms are of importance for satellites with elongated bodies,
such as GLONASS. Table 1 summarizes the estimated parameters for the original (D0B1) and extended
version of ECOM, where the 2- and 4 cycles-per-revolution (cpr) terms in the satellite–Sun direction
are omitted (D4B1). The latter was used and applied for EGSIEM-REPRO. The parametrization type
D2B1 represents a modified version of the extended ECOM (see Section 4).
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Table 1. Estimated empirical parameters in satellite–Sun direction (D), direction along the satellite’s
solar panels axis (Y), and completion of the orthogonal right-handed system (B) for the original
Empirical CODE Orbit Model (ECOM) and the extended Empirical CODE Orbit Model (ECOM2).
Cycles-per-revolution is denoted as cpr.
Empirical CODE Orbit Model
(ECOM) D Y B
D0B1 constant constant constant, 1-cpr
D2B1 constant, 2-cpr constant constant, 1-cpr
D4B1 constant, 2-cpr, 4-cpr constant constant, 1-cpr
In all three realizations of the ECOM, a Sun-oriented orthogonal coordinate system is used.
The D component points from the satellite to the Sun, the Y component goes along the solar panel
axis, and the B component completes a right-handed orthogonal system. For more information on
the ECOM model, please refer to [15]. The extended ECOM model has been used for the IGS-related
GNSS processing at CODE since January 4, 2015 [6,19].
2.1. Generation of GNSS Orbits
The processing chain starts with the generation of 1-day GNSS orbits based on a double difference
approach. This implies that both station and satellite clock parameters are implicitly pre-eliminated.
Normal equations (NEQs) containing GNSS satellite orbit parameters, ERPs, station coordinates,
and troposphere zenith path delay parameters are set up and stored. An important aspect for obtaining
high-quality GNSS products is the resolution of the carrier-phase double difference ambiguities to
their integer values, since this procedure reduces the number of unknown parameters, and therefore
improves the redundancy of the solution [20]. In other words, the solution becomes more stable.
The ambiguity resolution is not only applied for GPS, but also for GLONASS [21]. Figure 1 shows
the success rates of the ambiguity resolution for GPS and GLONASS. The increasing number of resolved
ambiguities for GLONASS between 2002 and 2008 is related to the completion of the GLONASS
tracking network, which achieved global coverage between 2006 and 2008. The limitation to 40% of
resolved ambiguities for GLONASS is related to the fact that only ambiguities belonging to the same
frequency are solved for baselines longer than 200 km.
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Before combining 1-day NEQs into a 3-day solution, a consistency test is performed by fitting
the satellite positions of three subsequent 1-day orbits to a 3-day orbital arc, represented by one set of
orbit parameters over the three days. If the three subsequent orbits cannot be represented by one orbital
arc with sufficient quality, the 3-day arc is split at the day boundaries. Such arc splits are introduced if
the offset at the day boundaries is above a threshold of 4 times the arithmetic mean Root-Mean-Squared
(RMS) value, which is computed with respect to all accepted satellites of a specific GNSS. This happens
in less than 1% of all cases (e.g., when a satellite maneuver has taken place during the time period in
question). In such a case, the long-arc strategy, if not properly handled, would degrade the solution.
Additionally, validation of the station-related parameters is performed in order to detect stations
with discontinuities between subsequent days (e.g., due to equipment changes or earthquakes), before
they can be connected to one set of coordinate parameters over three days. If such a station is detected,
it is pre-eliminated for that day, preventing its contribution to the 3-day coordinate solution.
After these preparatory steps, three subsequent NEQs are combined into one NEQ and a 3-day
long-arc solution is invoked [22]. The middle day is then extracted to represent the 3-day orbit
referring to one particular day. The station coordinates, troposphere parameters, ERPs, and GNSS
satellite orbits are obtained based on a minimum constraints solution (with a no-net-rotation condition
applied) aligned to the IGb08 reference frame, while keeping the inner geometry of the GNSS solution.
Before the final solution is generated, the stations used for datum definition are validated by checking
the residuals of a Helmert transformation to IGb08, with a residual threshold of 10 mm for horizontal
and 30 mm for vertical components.
2.2. Generation of Gnss Clock Products
The results from the double difference processing, described in the previous section, are then
introduced as known parameters in the generation of the GNSS clock products. Here, in the first step a
zero-difference network solution is performed, where all satellite and receiver clock parameters are
estimated with a sampling rate of 300 s. The 300 s clock solution is then the basis for the efficient
high-rate clock interpolation (EHRI) procedure using carrier-phase time-differenced measurements [8].
The changes of the receiver and satellite clock corrections from one epoch to the next are based on an
epoch difference solution and fitted to the 300 s clock solution. As a reference clock, the station with
the lowest RMS error in the linear fit and the most complete data is chosen daily.
This procedure is limited to a sampling rate of 30 s, since the standard IGS stations provide data
only with this sampling rate, while for a further densification of the clock corrections GNSS observation
files with a higher sampling rate are needed. GNSS data with a sampling of 1 Hz are available from
the IGS real-time project [23].
In [8], it is shown that the high-rate GPS satellite clock corrections with 5 s sampling may be
linearly interpolated, resulting in less than 2% degradation of accuracy. Figure 2 shows the number of
stations delivering high-rate Receiver Independent Exchange Format (RINEX2) [24] data for the period
between 2003 to the end of 2014. The number of stations increases from about 40 in 2003 to around
115 stations in 2014.
Their geographical distribution is of particular importance for obtaining GNSS satellite clock
corrections that are as complete as possible. Figure 3 shows the geographical distribution of the stations
delivering high-rate RINEX data for two selected days—January 1, 2003 (black dots), and January 1,
2014 (red stars). As can be seen, besides the increasing number of GNSS stations, the geographical
coverage also significantly improves over the years. The coverage over the ocean is, however, not yet
dense enough. Consequently, the completeness of the satellite clocks over these areas heavily depends
on the availability and completeness of observations from a few stations.
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In the frame of the EGSIEM-REPRO campaign, the procedure to densify the satellite clock
corrections to 5 s sampling for the GLONASS satellites was performed for the first time in a reprocessing
scheme. Finally, the GPS satellite clock corrections are provided in this reprocessing series with a
sampling rate of 5 s from 2003 onwards. For GLONASS, the determination of complete satellite clock
corrections started with data referring to year 2008 with 30 s sampling and in with 2010 data with 5
s sampling.
3. Results
The EGSIEM-REPRO and CODE contributions to the IGS-repro02 products were validated in six
different ways. Section 3.1 analyzes polar motion misclosures with the methods originally proposed
by [25]. Section 3.2 validates the GNSS satellite clock corrections in terms of the completeness
and Allan deviations. In Section 3.3, the results of PPP analysis using terrestrial stations are presented
and discussed. Section 3.4 makes use of the Satellite Laser Ranging (SLR) observation technique for
validation of the GNSS orbits by calculating the measured SLR distances to GNSS satellites using
the reprocessed GNSS orbits and satellite corrections, as well as the corresponding ERPs and the known
locations of the SLR observatories, and applies the reprocessing products to generate the orbits of
the GRACE satellites and validates the LEO orbit quality as a function of the reprocessing products.
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3.1. ERP Misclosures
The polar motion misclosures at the day boundaries were calculated according to Equation (1)
in [25]. One misclosure value result is used from each day for each of the polar motion coordinates x
and y.
Figure 4 shows the polar motion misclosures, where the left column refers to the IGS-repro02 series
and the right side to the EGSIEM-REPRO series. In Figure 4, the top row displays the x misclosures
and bottom row displays the y misclosures. The figure clearly demonstrates the superiority of the 3-day
solutions (shown in blue) over the 1-day solutions (shown in red). On the other hand, it is difficult to
decide which of the two series (e.g., EGSIEM-REPRO and IGS-repro02) with the same arc length is
better. For this reason, Figure 5 shows the spectra of the polar motion series of Figure 4, providing
greater insight, at least for the 1-day solutions. As opposed to Figure 4, which cover the time interval
1994–2013, the spectra are based on the misclosures in the time interval 2000–2014, thus excluding
the solutions that are still far from present-day quality.
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Figure 4. (a) Time series of polar motion losures referring to the 2nd IGS reprocessing campaign
(IGS-repro02). (b) Time series of polar misclosures referring to the reprocessing campaign carried out
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misclosures referring to the 3-day solution are presente in blue.
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Figure 5 reveals that the EGSIEM-REPRO series is superior to the IGS-repro02
series—the amplitudes of the spectral lines of the 1-day solutions for periods > 30 days are greatly
reduced in the right side of Figure 5 compared to the left side of Figure 5, while the amplitudes in
y with the period of one year are an exception, which are almost the same in both daily misclosure
series. In order to assess the quality of the 3-day solution’s power spectrum shown in Figure 5, this is
plotted by skipping 1-day solutions, as presented in Figure 6. As can be seen, the amplitudes are
greatly reduced from Figure 5 to Figure 6 by a factor of approximately 50 or more. The figures also
show the superiority of the EGSIEM-REPRO series with respect to the IGS-repro02 series; for periods
between 30 and 600 days, the amplitudes are substantially smaller for the EGSIEM-REPRO series.
The amplitudes in this domain of periods represent a good quality criterion, since the spurious effects
due to radiation pressure deficiencies in the orbits are expected to be seen.
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Solution 
Periods  
(days) 
X 
R-02  R-15    
 Y 
R-02   R-15 
1-day 
All 
< 30 
30 < P < 600 
194.2   174.9  
138.1   137.2 
135.5   106.9 
255.7  240.2 
173.7  183.8 
182.2  153.1 
3-day 
All 
< 30 
30 < P < 600 
28.7  29.5
26.9  28.0
9.1     8.1 
29.9   29.6 
28.3   28.7 
 9.0   7.1 
Figure 6. (a) Power spectru of polar motion misclosures for the 3-day solution referring to IGS-repro02.
(b) Power motion of polar misclosures for the 3-day solution referring to EGSI M-REP O. The x
coordinates are shown on the top and y coordinates are shown on the bottom. In both cases, the chosen
time interval is 2000– 13.
Table 2 su marizes the statistical properties of the polar otion isclosures for different ranges of
periods. The normal RMS is provided with the label “all”, whereas the RMS referring to periods <30 days
is labeled “<30” and the RMS referring to the periods between 30 and 600 days is labeled “30 < P < 600”.
The latter value is important, as it characterizes the amplitudes of the spurious spectral lines associated
with the draconitic year and its harmonics. In this domain, the EGSIEM-REPRO RMS values are about
20–30% smaller for the 1-day solutions and about 10–20% smaller for 3-day solutions. Note, however,
that the absolute values are small (1 mas corresponds to 31 m on the surface of the Earth, and to
128 mm at the altitude of GPS satellites).
Table 2. Root-Mean-Squared (RMS) values of polar motion misclosures for the interval 2000–2014,
resulting in IGS-repro02 (indicated with R-02 in the Table) and EGSIEM-REPRO (indicated with R-15 in
the Table) in the x and y coordinates of the poles for the 1- and 3-day solutions, referring to different
period intervals in microarcsecond (µas).
Solution Periods (Days)
X Y
R-02 R-15 R-02 R-15
1-day
All 194.2 174.9 255.7 240.2
<30 138.1 137.2 173.7 183.8
30 < P < 600 135.5 106.9 182.2 153.1
3-day
All 28.7 29.5 29.9 29.6
<30 26.9 28 28.3 28.7
30 < P < 600 9.1 8.1 9.0 7.1
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3.2. GNSS Satellite Clock Corrections Analysis
As the first quality control measure, the completeness of the GNSS clock corrections was checked
separately for the 300, 30, and 5 s clock corrections for both GPS and GLONASS. As an example,
Figure 7 shows the completeness of the GLONASS satellite clock correction with 30 s (Figure 7a)
and 5 s (Figure 7b) sampling rates. Note that the time scales for the figures are different due to the fact
that GLONASS satellite clock corrections with 30 s sampling are available from 2008 onwards, while
the 5 s GLONASS satellite clock corrections are available from 2010 onwards. It can be noticed that
the completeness of the 30 s clock corrections increases with time, reaching 100% at the beginning of
2010 for the majority of the satellites. The data gaps, which are visible for some satellites, are mainly
due to the reduced ground tracking network. Additionally, the full constellation for GLONASS was
not achieved until 2014; therefore, not all pseudorandom noise numbers (PRN) were constantly in use.
1 
 
  
(a) (b) 
Figure 7. (a) The completeness of 30 s GLONASS (where each GLONASS satellite is shown with their 
pseudorandom noise numbers (PRN) number on the y axis) satellite clock corrections. (b) The 
completeness of 5 s GLONASS (where each GLONASS satellite is shown with their pseudorandom 
noise numbers (PRN) number on the y axis) satellite clock corrections. Note that the 5 s GLONASS 
clock corrections are only available from the end of 2010 onwards. 
 
Figure 7. (a) The completenes of 30 s GLONASS (where each GLONASS satellite is shown
with their pseudorandom noise numbers (PRN) number on th y axis) satellit cl ck corrections.
(b) The completeness of 5 s GLONASS (where each GLONASS satellite is shown with their
pseudorandom noise numbers (PRN) number on the y axis) satell te clock corrections. Note that the 5 s
GLONASS clock c rrections are only available from the end of 2010 onwards.
Since the GLONASS satellite clock corrections with 5 s sampling were calculated for the first
time in the reprocessing mode, their quality was investigated in more detail, particularly to see if
the clock determinations with 300 s, 30 s, 5 s sampling had any impact on the quality of the GLONASS
satellite clock corrections. Figure 8 shows an example of Allan deviations (ADEV) [26] of the satellite
clock corrections with different samplings for selected satellites on 27 October 2013. While both of
the GLONASS satellites, R724 (Figure 8a) and R747 (Figure 8b), are GLONAS-M types with cesium
on-board clocks, the GPS G063 satellite is a Block-IIF type and the G036 satellite is a Block IIA type,
both with rubidium on-board clocks. As can be seen from Figure 8, the lines for all three solutions are
the same, implying that the densification process works very well for interpolation.
Another performance indicator for GNSS satellite clocks is the RMS of the daily linear fit through
the epoch-wise clock estimates. This characterizes how close a clock comes to the ideal linear drift.
The daily RMS fit of the estimated clocks for selected GPS and GLONASS satellites is shown in Figure 9.
Here, the same satellites are shown as in Figure 8.
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As can be seen from Figure 9, in terms of the daily RMS of the linear fit, the best performing
clock is G063, which is expected since the satellite belongs to the youngest type of satellites. There is 
no noticeable difference when comparing both selected GLONASS satellites. On the other hand, it 
appears that they both perform better than the G036 satellite. Overall, there is no visible difference 
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Both figures refer to October 27, 2013.
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As can be seen from Figure 9, in terms of the daily RMS of the linear fit, the best performing clock
is G063, which is expected since the satellite belongs to the youngest type of satellites. There is no
noticeable difference when comparing both selected GLONASS satellites. On the other hand, it appears
that they both perform better than the G036 satellite. Overall, there is no visible difference between
the different solutions with different samplings.
In order to further evaluate the products, particularly the GLONASS satellite clock corrections,
we performed ground-based PPP for a selected period and for selected stations for the year 2013.
The reason for the selected period is the fact that in 2013 GLONASS reached its full constellation, hence
satellite clock corrections were 100% complete for this year. For the station selection, the following
criteria had to be fulfilled: (1) the station had to track both GPS and GLONASS satellites; (2) it had to
provide RINEX2 data with 5 s sampling; and (3) the station had to be driven by a hydrogen maser
receiver clock. Three different solutions were generated based only on the phase measurements,
namely:
1. GPS + GLONASS kinematic solution;
2. GPS only kinematic solution;
3. GLONASS only kinematic solution.
The right side of Figure 10 shows daily RMS values of the coordinate residuals with respect to
the a priori coordinates in the north, east, and up components for WTZR station (Wettzell, Germany).
As expected, the GLONASS only solution has the worst performance, since the number of satellites is
still lower than GPS by about 25%. However, looking at Figure 10a, one can notice that the GLONASS
only solution performs better in the north component than with GPS. One possible explanation for
this is that the WTZR station is located at +49.08 latitude, therefore having better GLONASS satellite
geometry than GPS, since GLONASS has a higher inclination (64.8◦) with respect to GPS (55◦). In order
to confirm this, an additional PPP solution was calculated for KIRU station, which is located in Kiruna,
Sweden. The results are shown on the left side of Figure 10, where one can see that GLONASS shows
better repeatability in the north component than GPS.
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Figure 10. (a) RMS in m of the kinematic coordinates in the up (top), n rth (middle), and east (bottom)
components for WTZR (Wettzell, Germany) station. (b) RMS in mm of the kinematic coordinates
in the up (top), north (middle), and east (bottom) components f r KIRU ( iruna, Sweden) station.
For both stati ns, the selected period is from Dece ber 11, 2013, to December 17, 2013.
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In the last step of the GNSS satellite clock corrections evaluation, the PPP solution was generated,
for which we used GNSS satellite clock products with 30 s sampling interpolated to 5 s in the PPP
procedure. Figure 11 shows estimated kinematic coordinates for the north component obtained using
different sampling approaches for the first hour on December 17, 2013. On the top of Figure 11
the GPS+GLONASS solution is shown, the middle presents the GPS only solution, while the bottom
shows the GLONASS only solution. The corresponding Allan deviations for the full day, all three
components, and the GLONASS only solution are presented in Figure 12.Remote Sens. 2020, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 12 of 19 
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Figure 11. (a) Estimated kinematic coordinates in the north for two different sampling types, referring 
to the GPS+GLONASS solution. (b) Estimated kinematic coordinates in the north for two different
sampling types, referring to the GPS solution. (c) Estimated kinematic coordinates in the north for 
two different sampling types, referring to the GLONASS solution. All three solutions refer to the first 
hour on December 17, 2013. 
Figure 11. (a) Estimated kinemati c ordinates i t rth for two differ nt sampling types, r ferring
to the GPS+GLONASS solution. (b) Estimated kine atic coordinates in the north for two different
sampling types, referring to the GPS solution. (c) Estimated kinematic coordinates in the north for two
different sampling types, referring to the GLONASS solution. All three solutions refer to the first hour
on December 17, 2013.
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orbits by calculating the measured SLR distances to GNSS satellites using the reprocessed GNSS 
orbits and satellite clock corrections, as well as the corresponding ERP’s and the known locations of 
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Figure 12. (a) Allan deviations of estimated kinematic coordinates in the east component for two
different samplings using GLONASS (indicated with GLO) only observations and satellite clock
corrections. (b) Allan deviations of estimated kinematic coordinates in the north component for
two different samplings using GLONASS only observations and satellite clock corrections. (c) Allan
deviations of estimated kinematic coordinates in the up component for two different samplings using
GLONASS only observations and satellite clock corrections. In all three figures, the Allan deviations
were calculated over the entire day.
L oking at Figure , be noticed that all solutions obtained with 5 s satelli corrections show
less noi e than e solution w th 30 s satellite corrections that were then interpolated to 5 s. In particular,
this can be confirm d by looking at the Allan deviatio results for the estima ed kinematic coordinates
shown in Figure 12. Here, the Allan deviatio was calculated over th entire day for the GLONASS
only solutions.
3.3. Validation of GNSS Orbits by Satellite Laser Ranging
Satellite Laser Ranging (SLR) to spacecraft equipped with laser retroreflectors always yields
highly precise and unambiguous distance measurements between laser stations and the spacecraft.
All GLONASS satellites carry retroreflectors, and thus can be tracked by SLR. Two GPS satellites
equi ped with retroreflectors were deco missioned, namely G036, which launched on March 10,
1994, and was deco missioned in 2014; and G035, which launched on August 30, 1993, and was
deco missioned in 2009 [27]. Since the reprocessed GLONASS and GPS orbits are based solely on
microwave observations, SLR is a fully independent technique that can be used to validate these
orbits by calculating the measured SLR distances to GNSS satellites using the reprocessed GNSS
orbits and satellite clock corrections, as well as the corresponding ERP’s and the known locations of
the SLR observatories.
The SLR observations (“observed“) are directly compared to the geometric distance between
the SLR stations and the microwave-based orbit (“computed“) without estimating any parameters.
The SLR residuals (“observed minus computed“), therefore, contain pote tial range biases, reflector
offset uncertai ties, and other potential systematic effects [15,27].
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To demonstrate possible systematic effects in the GNSS orbits, we typically present the SLR
residuals as a function of the solar beta angle (i.e., the elevation of the Sun above the orbital plane),
as a function of the elongation angle of the Sun (i.e., the angle between the Sun and the satellite, as seen
from the geocenter [28]), or as a combination of both.
Figure 13 shows the SLR residuals of GLONASS-M orbits between January 2003 and December
2013. The systematic pattern, which can be seen for the orbits of IGS-repro02 (Figure 13, top),
is significantly reduced when using the EGSIEM-REPRO orbits (Figure 13, bottom). This improvement
is mainly related to the use of the extended ECOM instead of the original ECOM. The reasons for
the larger scatter of the SLR residuals when using the extended ECOM (in particular for large elongation
angles) are discussed in Section 4.
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kinematic orbit determination for GRACE-A (shown on left side of Figure 14) and GRACE-B (shown 
on the right side of Figure 14) over the year 2008. The values in red were calculated using the GPS 
orbits and clocks from CODE’s contribution to the first IGS reprocessing campaign 
(http://acc.igs.org/reprocess.html, henceforth repro1), while the values in green present the results 
obtained with EGSIEM-REPRO products. The reason why repro1 products were used for validation 
at this stage is that there is no consistent set of GPS orbits and clocks available from the CODE 
Figure 13. (a) SLR residuals to GLONASS- orbits from IGS-repro02 using the original Empirical
CODE Orbit Model (ECO ). (b) SLR residuals to GLONAS -M orbits from EGSIEM-REPRO using
the extended ECO . For both figures, residuals bet een January 2003 a ece er 3 .
Observations for four GLONASS satel ites (space vehicle nu ber (SV ) 723, 725, 736, 737) were
excluded due to anomalous pat erns. Residuals of these GL ASS satel ites increased after a certain
time after launch [29]. Furthermore, siduals with absolute be a angles smaller than 15◦ re not shown
due to unmodeled attitud behavior during eclipses. The black line indicates the linear r gressio of
the SLR residuals as a function of the elongati n angle.
3.4. Quality Assessment Using GRACE Precise Orbit Determination
As a final quality control, GRACE POD based on undifferenced GPS data was performed to
efficiently validate the global GPS orbit and clock solutions over all regions of the Earth by processing
the data from a single receiver only.
Figure 14 shows the daily RMS values of the ionosphere-free carrier-phase residuals of a kinematic
orbit determination for GRACE-A (shown on left side of Figure 14) and GRACE-B (shown on the right
side of Figure 14) over the year 2008. The values in red were calculated using the GPS orbits and clocks
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from CODE’s contribution to the first IGS reprocessing campaign (http://acc.igs.org/reprocess.html,
henceforth repro1), while the values in green present the results obtained with EGSIEM-REPRO
products. The reason why repro1 products were used for validation at this stage is that there is no
consistent set of GPS orbits and clocks available from the CODE contribution to the IGS-repro02.
More importantly, it was stated by [13] that the combined satellite clock corrections from different AC’s
are severely limited by large residual biases and incompatible satellite attitude models adopted by
different AC’s.
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(using coordinates from SLRF2008, which were extrapolated to epoch) were used. Laser reflector 
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Figure 14. (a) RMS of ionosphere-free carrier-phase residuals of kinematic precise orbit determination
(POD) for GRACE-A. (b) RMS of ionosphere-free carrier-phase residuals of kinematic precise orbit
determination (POD) for GRACE-B. The numbers indicate the average RMS values over the entire year.
In both figures values in red were calculated using the GPS orbits and clocks from CODE’s contribution
to the first IGS reprocessing campaign (repro1), while the values in green present the results obtained
with EGSIEM-REPRO products.
In both cases, the same antenna phase center variations were applied, which were estimated
using EGSIEM-REPRO products. For most days, a clear r uction of th phase RMS can be seen,
indicating a better fit of the GPS obs vations when using the new products. In ter s of average values
calculated over the entire year, the improvement for the GRACE-A and GRACE-B kin matic orbits is
0.36 and 0.44 m, respectively.
Since the two GRACE satellites are equipped with SLR reflectors, we can make use of this technique
as an independent orbit validation. For this analysis, normal points from 16 SLR stations (using
coordinates from SLRF2008, which were extrapolated to epoch) were used. Laser reflector array
(LRA) range corrections were applied according to [30]. Tables 3 and 4 summarize the results of
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the SLR validation in terms of the mean and standard deviation values in mm for reduced-dynamic
and kinematic orbits, respectively.
Table 3. Mean and standard deviation in mm of Satellite Laser Ranging (SLR) residuals for
reduced-dynamic orbits over the entire year 2008. The number of used normal points in the analysis is
given in brackets.
Product Identifier GRACE-A GRACE-B
repro1 1.99 ± 18.14 (32,587) 0.09 ± 18.51 (31,008)
EGSIEM-REPRO 2.21 ± 12.93 (32,639) 0.70 ± 14.14 (31,030)
Table 4. Mean and standard deviation in mm of Satellite Laser Ranging (SLR) residuals of kinematic
orbits over the entire year 2008. The number of used normal points in the analysis is given in brackets.
Product Identifier GRACE-A GRACE-B
repro1 1.24 ± 19.98 (32,358) 0.44 ± 23.00 (30,343)
EGSIEM-REPRO 2.11 ± 17.00 (32,409) 1.24 ± 19.75 (30,456)
It can be seen that when using EGSIEM-REPRO, the SLR validation shows significantly better
results compared to repro1 in terms of the standard deviation. For instance, the standard deviation of
the SLR residuals for GRACE-B reduced-dynamic orbits is 4.37 mm smaller, which corresponds to a
reduction of 25%.
4. Discussion and Outlook
According to [15], it is expected that the D4 term of the extended ECOM will be significantly
smaller than the D2 terms. However, some cases were identified where the estimated solar radiation
pressure parameters did not fit the expected behavior. For this reason, additional investigations were
carried out.
Figure 15 shows the SLR residuals of the orbits of the GLONASS satellite SVN 747, which were
computed using three different types of empirical parametrization (see Table 1): D0B1, as used for
IGS-repro02 (Figure 15a); D4B1, as used for EGSIEM-REPRO (Figure 15b); and D2B1 (Figure 15c).
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omitting them (Figure 15a). Setting up only the 2-cpr (and omitting the 4-cpr) parameter successfully 
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D2B1 -2.4 32.8 
D4B1 -2.6 33.3 
In general, the median was closer to zero when estimating periodic terms in the satellite–Sun 
direction (solutions D4B1, D2B1). In addition, the IQR decreased by about 5 mm, indicating that the 
residuals were more centered on the median. Table 5 also highlights the abovementioned advantages 
of D2B1 parametrization over D4B1 parametrization—both the median and IQR are smallest for 
D2B1. 
5. Conclusions 
In the framework of the EGSIEM project, a dedicated reprocessing campaign was initiated, 
generating a full set of GNSS orbits, clock corrections, ERPs, troposphere parameters, and coordinate
estimates, which are available at ftp://ftp.aiub.unibe.ch/REPRO_2015/.
During the reprocessing, several levels of quality control were established for the products and 
are presented in this paper. The GLONASS clock corrections were shown to be almost 100% complete. 
The reason for the periods with incomplete clock corrections may be attributed to incomplete RINEX 
data and limited available GLONASS tracking data. In terms of the stability of the generated GNSS 
satellite clock corrections, it has been shown that they are on the same level as operational CODE
products. In particular, it has been shown that the densification of GLONASS satellite clock 
corrections from 300 to 30 s and then further to 5 s produced good results. Furthermore, using 5 s
GNSS satellite clock corrections in terrestrial PPP analysis did not degrade the solution, but even 
improved it in some cases.
Figure 15. (a) SLR residuals as function f the solar beta angle with respect to microwave-based orbits
of GLONASS satellite SVN 747 over a three-year time span (January 2012 to December 2014): computed
using the D0B1 parametrization of the ECOM model; (b) computed using the D4B1 parametrization of
the ECOM model; (c) computed using D2B1 parametrization of the ECOM model.
In Figure 13, we show that by set ing up - r in the D direction, the systematic pattern
of the SLR residuals with respect to the elongation angle of the Sun was significantly reduced. However,
looking at the residuals as a function of the solar beta angle, we found degraded orbits whenever
the solar beta angle was small. These periodic terms were used (Figure 15 b) rather than omitting
them (Figure 15a). Setting up only the 2-cpr (and omitting the 4-cpr) parameter successfully decreased
the residuals for small solar beta angles (Figure 15c) and preserved the advantage of a reduced systematic
pattern with respect to the elongation angle. Table 5 presents the median and the interquartile range
(IQR) of SLR residuals for GLONASS orbits between January 2012 and December 2014, computed
using the three different types of parametrization.
Table 5. Median and interquartile range (IQR) of SLR residuals with respect to GLONASS orbits
between January 2012 and December 2014. The orbits were computed using three different orbit
parametrizations, namely D0B1, D4B1, and D2B1. The observations for eclipsing satellites (absolute
value of solar beta angle smaller than 15◦) and for SVN 721, 723, 725, 730, 736, and 737 satellites were
excluded due to anomalous patterns [15,29].
Solution Median (mm) IQR (mm)
D0B1 5.0 38.0
D2B1 −2.4 32.8
D4B1 −2.6 33.3
In general, the median was closer to zero when estimating periodic terms in the satellite–Sun
direction (solutions D4B1, D2B1). In addition, the IQR decreased by about 5 mm, indicating that
the residuals were more centered on the median. Table 5 also highlights the abovementioned advantages
of D2B1 parametrization over D4B1 parametrization—both the median and IQR are smallest for D2B1.
5. Conclusions
In the framework of the EGSIEM project, a dedicated reprocessing campaign was initiated,
generating a full set of GNSS orbits, clock corrections, ERPs, troposphere parameters, and coordinate
estimates, which are available at ftp://ftp.aiub.unibe.c / _2015/.
During the r processing, sev ral lev ls of quality control wer stablished for the products and are
presented i this paper. The GLONASS clock corrections were sh be almost 100% complete.
The r ason for the periods with incomplete cloc ay be a tributed to incompl te RINEX
data and limited available GLONAS trackin t . t r s of the stability of the generated GNSS
satellite clock corrections, it has been sho t at t e are t e sa e level as operational CODE
products. In particular, it has been shown that the densification of GLONASS satellite clock corrections
from 300 to 30 s and then further to 5 s produced good results. Furthermore, using 5 s GNSS satellite
clock corrections in terrestrial PPP analysis did not degrade the solution, but even improved it in
some cases.
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The validation of the GPS orbits and clock products by GRACE POD showed a clear reduction
of the phase RMS value when using EGSIEM-REPRO products (about 13% for GRACE-A and 20%
for GRACE-B) compared to repro1. The validation of the GNSS orbits using SLR data showed that
the dependency of the SLR residuals on the elongation angle is significantly reduced when using
EGSIEM-REPRO products.
However, some cases were identified where the theoretical assumption that the D4 terms of
the extended ECOM are significantly smaller than D2 terms did not agree with the estimated solar
radiation pressure parameters. Additional investigations showed the advantages of D2B1 over D4B1
parametrization—both the median and IQR of the SLR residuals were smaller for D2B1 by about 0.2 mm
and 0.5 mm, respectively. Based on the lessons learnt from the EGSIEM-REPRO, the contribution from
CODE to ongoing IGS reprocessing is based on the use of D2B1 parametrization.
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